


Are you looking for fun and simple thematic centers that you can prep 
quickly for your preschool classroom?  Preschool Halloween Centers 
was created for children ages 4-6 and mature 3 year-olds (looking for 
a challenge).  These centers are sure to keep their interest and will 
help build important literacy, math and writing (fine-motor) skills.  

This unit includes:
-17 Ready to go centers
-Material checklist
-Activity instruction
-Student instructions to build independence
-Bin/bag labels

The centers include:  
1. Webbed Numbers:  Number identification and one-to-one 

correspondence to 10.
2. Ghostly Sights:  Number tracing and one-to-one correspondence to 

10.
3. Eerie Dough:  Halloween figures, dough molding, fine-motor.
4. Creepy ABC Match-Up:  Matching uppercase letters A-Z.
5. Haunting Shapes:  matching shapes. 
6. Frightening Jack-o-Lanterns:  Number identification and one-to-one 

correspondence.
7. Spooky Seek-n-Find:  Printable-find matching figures in picture.
8. Seasonal Mazes:  Use fine-motor skills to draw lines through a maze.
9. Halloween Tracing Mini:  Use fine-motor skills to trace Halloween 

figures and create a mini-book.



1. Monster Tear:  Use fine-motor skills to tear pieces of construction 
or tissue squares to decorate a monster.

2. Chilling ABC Search:  Color by alphabet letter.
3. Haunted Patterns:  Complete puzzles to reveal a shape pattern.
4. Tricky Numbers:  Number tracing, counting objects to 10 and 

matching numbers to 10.
5. Ghouling Roll:  Counting objects to 6, identifying numbers, matching 

objects to numbers.
6. Bewitching Letters:  Identifying and matching uppercase and 

lowercase letters.
7. Slap A Jack-O-Lantern:  Two-player game.  Letter identification.
8. Build A Jack-O-Lantern:  Identifying emotions.  Build matching 

objects using characteristics for identification. 
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